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Chairman: *Iben Jensen*
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**BROADCASTING • PUBLIC SERVICE • ORGANIZATIONS • MANAGEMENT**

**Group 3/4 Multi-Media and Internet**
Chairman: *Terje Rasmussen/Bo Fibiger*


**INTERNET • MEDIA USE • EVERYDAY LIFE • COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY**


**MULTIMEDIA • DISTANCE LEARNING • INTERACTIVE MEDIA • WORLD WIDE WEB**


**COMPUTER GAMES • CHILDREN • INTERACTIVE MEDIA • LEARNING**


**INTERNET • HYPERTEXT • WORLD WIDE WEB • RHETORIC**


**FILMS • MEDIA • THEORY • NARRATOLOGY**

**Group 5 Local and Regional Media**
Chairman: *Ole Prehn*
Vice Chairman: *Eva Block*


**NEWSPAPERS • RECESSION • CONTENT • NATIONAL IDENTITY**
Group 6 Media History
Chairman: Karin Nordberg
Vice Chairman: Raimo Salakangas
LOCAL PRESS • NEWSPAPERS • COMMUNITIES
• HISTORY

Group 7 Public Service Broadcasting in Transition
Chairman: Olof Hultén
Vice Chairman: Ragnar Karlsson
TELEVISION • CONTENT ANALYSIS • VIEWING
• TELEVISION PROGRAMME FLOW

DIGITAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
• DIGITAL TELEVISION • INTERACTIVE MEDIA
• TWO WAY COMMUNICATION

Group 8 Radio Research
Chairman: Taisto Hujanen
Vice Chairman: Carin Åberg
RADIO • ELECTRONIC MEDIA • JOURNALISM
• BROADCASTING

RADIO • COMMERCIAL RADIO • PUBLIC RADIO
• LINGUISTIC RESEARCH

RADIO • DIGITALIZATION • DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS • BROADCASTING

Group 9 Political Communication
Chairman: Tom Moring
Vice Chairman: Lars Nord
POLITICS • POLITICAL COMMUNICATION
• ELECTION CAMPAIGNS • INTERNET

POLITICAL INFORMATION • VOTERS • MEDIA
• INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION

POLITICAL INFORMATION • MEDIA • DEMOCRACY
• DISCOURSE
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• JOURNALISM • JOURNALISTIC PRACTICES
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Chairman: Jan Ekcrantz
Vice Chairman: Knut Helland


TELEVISION • DOCUMENTARIES • HISTORY • TELEVISION PROGRAMMES
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NEWSPAPERS • ECONOMICS • CRISES • GLOBALIZATION


NEWSPAPERS • POLITICAL CONFLICTS • JOURNALISM • INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
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TELEVISION • NEWS COVERAGE • NATIONALITY • IDENTITY


JOURNALISM • RECESSION • WORK • CONTENT
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Chairman: Mirja Likkanen
Vice Chairman: Thomas Tufte
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TELEVISION • RECEPTION • COGNITION • COMPREHENSION
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PRESS PHOTOGRAPHY • MAGAZINES • RECEPTION • RESEARCH METHODS


COMPUTER GAMES • INTERACTIVE MEDIA • FILMS • COMMUNICATION EFFECTS


MEDIA • AUDIENCE RESEARCH • CULTURAL STUDIES • EVERYDAY LIFE


COMPUTERS • USER INTERFACES • RECEPTION • AUDIENCE RESEARCH


MEDIA • ETHNOGRAPHY • MEDIA USE • CULTURAL IDENTITY

Group 13 Children, Youth and the Media
Chairman: Jette Rygaard
Vice Chairman: Gudbjörg Kolbeins


MEDIA USE • YOUTH • LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES • FAMILY

Group 14 Media Education
Chairman: Ola Erstad
Vice Chairman: Tapio Varis

Simonnes, Asbjørn: The child in the interaction between intentional and functional education: a
research project studying the relationship between planned education and upbringing at home and school, and the "parallel school" of the media- and computer industry. Volda, Høgskulen i Volda, 1999, 18 p. + app. 7 p.

CHILDREN • EDUCATION • SCHOOLS
• CULTURAL VALUES

Group 15 Popular Culture
Chairman: Michael Forsman
Vice Chairman: Eva Bakøy


TELEVISION PROGRAMMES • AESTHETICS
• TALK SHOW PROGRAMMES • TELEVISION GENRES


TELEVISION PROGRAMMES • SEX ROLE
• SEX STEREOTYPES • HOMOSEXUALS


TELEVISION PROGRAMMES • CONTENT • GENDER
• REPRESENTATIONS


TELEVISION PROGRAMMES • ENTERTAINMENT
• TALK SHOW PROGRAMMES • PARTICIPATION

Group 16 Film and Television Fiction
Chairman: Gunhild Agger
Vice Chairman: Åsa Jernudd


TELEVISION SERIALS • TELEVISION DRAMA
• TELEVISION GENRES • HISTORY

Group 17 Pictures in the Media – Reality and Metaphor
Chairman: Karin Becker
Vice Chairman: Arild Fetveit


NEWSPAPERS • JOURNALISM • VISUAL COMMUNICATION • PRESS PHOTOGRAPHY


CREDIBILITY • TELEVISION • TECHNOLOGY
• VISUAL COMMUNICATION


PHOTOGRAPHS • VISUAL COMMUNICATION
• HEALTH INFORMATION • MEDIA

Group 18 The Language and Rhetoric of the Media
Chairman: Terje Hillesund
Vice Chairman: Anne Ellerup-Nielsen


RHETORIC • ATTENTION • TELEVISION NEWS
• THEORY

Group 19 Media Constructions of Gender
Chairman: Vibeke Pedersen
Vice Chairman: Margaretta Melin-Higgins


BROADCASTING ORGANIZATIONS • GENDER
• WORKING LIFE • PERSONNEL


TELEVISION SERIALS • GENDER • PUBLICITY
• FANS
Group 20 Public Relations and Purposive Communication

Chairman: Liv Mellum
Vice Chairman: Åsa Sjöblom


Group 22 Mediated Risk and Crisis Communication

Chairman: Stig Arne Nohrstedt
Vice Chairman: Birgitta Höijer


COGNITION • INFORMATION • RECEPTION
• AUDIENCE BEHAVIOUR


LOCAL MEDIA • DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION
• RISKS • NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY


CRISES • COMMUNICATION • JOURNALISTS
• POPULARIZATION